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Solar energetic particles (SEP) events should be subdivided in two different classes: 

Gradual Solar Energetic Particle (GSEP) events and Impulsive Solar Energetic Particle (ISEP) 

events. ISEPs are in association with solar flares and high charge states for heavy ions. It was also 

found that this kind of events are characterized by high fluxes of electrons and enhancements in 
3
He and heavy ions, like Fe, and are usually described by stochastic acceleration in the Solar 

Corona. 

Charge states of heavy ions in ISEP events give us important information about plasma 

parameters at the source region in the Solar Corona. A deep understanding of charge states of 

heavy ions, mainly Fe ions, and their evolution with energy during their passage through a hot 

plasma, like the Solar Corona, is a very important topic for the study of particle interactions with 

hot plasmas and electromagnetic fields. Moreover, they are a valuable tool for stuying acceleration 

and transport processes.  

A computer model which wants to reproduce charge state behaviour of this energetic 

particles in ISEP events must take acceleration processes involved into account because charge 

state evolves as particles are accelerated at their sources. This kind of computer model also has to 

reproduce experimental data. Recent measurements with instrument SEPICA onboard Advance 

Composition Explorer (ACE) satellite, provided us an important experimental data of various SEP 

events. SEPICA gives information about kinetic energy, and nuclear charge of ions coming from 

the Sun. But the most important mission of SEPICA is to provide ion charge states information in 

a wider energy range, even up to 60 MeV/n, and for single SEPs, instead of the even averages 

given by previous instruments. 

We have developed an analytical model, ESCAPE, in order to explain the evolution of solar 

particle charge states under stochastic Fermi II acceleration. We have used this computational 

model to fit four observational ISEP events provided by ACE/SEPICA . We focused our work on 

four ISEPs events during the time period September, 1998-May, 2000 determined by 

ACE/SEPICA, and studied the charge states of Fe evolution with energy in energy ranges between 
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180-250 and 350-550 keV/nuc. We performed simulations with our model at different 

temperatures (T), densities (n) and efficiencies of the acceleration mechanism (α).   

ESCAPE model fully reproduces these experimental events where the acceleration 

mechanism involved modifies the equilibrium charge states of ions, under second-order Fermi-

type stochastic acceleration, to higher ionization states.  

 


